Gene therapy progress and prospects: episomally maintained self-replicating systems.
The use of nonviral gene therapy vectors has been hampered by low level of transfection efficiency and lack of sustained gene expression. Episomal self-replicating systems may overcome these hurdles through their large packaging capacity, stability and reduced toxicity. This article reviews three classes of episomal molecules that have been tested with possible therapeutic genes: (1) self-replicating circular vectors, containing the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) elements oriP and EBNA1; (2) small circular vectors containing scaffold/matrix attachment regions (S/MARs) as cis-acting elements to maintain the episomal status of the vector; (3) chromosomal vectors, based on the functional elements of the natural chromosomes. The studies reported validate the use of episomal vectors to obtain stable and prolonged gene expression, although reveal some limitations that necessitate additional work.